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This system can broadly be divided into two system, namely, public address system and 

reinforcement system, beside some more difrenent kind of sound.

1)   Public address system

A public address system (PA system) is an electronic system comprising microphones, amplifers, 

loudspeakers, and related equipment. It increases the apparent volume (loudness) of a human voice, 

musical instrument, or other acoustc sound source or recorded sound or music. PA systems are used in 

any public venue that requires that an announcer, performer, etc. be sufciently audible at a distance or

over a large area. Typical applicatons include sports stadiums, public transportaton vehicles and 

facilites, and live or recorded music venues and events. A PA system may include multple microphones 

or other sound sources, a mixing console to combine and modify multple sources, and multple 

amplifers and loudspeakers for louder volume or wider distributon.

2)  Sound reinforcement system

A sound reinforcement system is the combinaton of microphones, signal processors, amplifers, and 

loudspeakers in enclosures all controlled by a mixing console that makes live or pre-recorded sounds 

louder and may also distribute those sounds to a larger or more distant audience.[1][2] In many 

situatons, a sound reinforcement system is also used to enhance or alter the sound of the sources on 

the stage, typically by using electronic efects, such as reverb, as opposed to simply amplifying the 

sources unaltered.

Conference System

Conference system is a set of audio equipment designed for comfortable communicaton between 

members of diferent events, regardless of the size of the room. Conference system is also called 

discussion system or congress system.



  

Communication system

In telecommunicaton, a communicatons system or communicaton system is a collecton of individual 

communicatons networks, transmission systems, relay statons, tributary statons, and data terminal 

equipment (DTE) usually capable of interconnecton and interoperaton to form an integrated whole. 

The components of a communicatons system serve a common purpose, are technically compatble, use 

common procedures, respond to controls, and operate in union.

RECORDING

Recording can be defned in many ways. One sense of the terms is „notfying or documentng some 

notes or statements‟. Recording sounds using mechanical or electronic methods is quite deferent from 

notfying data or informaton. Recording method varies from visual to audible. There is a diverse range 

of recording medium including scriptng, photographing, and drawing etc. Sound recording implies to 

preserve for listening again in future.

. KIND OF RECORDING

1)Mechanical Sound Recording

Mechanical recording is also known as acoustc sound recording. That is the inital and practcal method 

of recording sounds. Sound grooves on the recorded medium (wax or other medium) were produced by 

the mechanical vibratons of a needle, which was  connected as stylus to one end to the membrane and 

the other end to large horn that employed as a microphone. In this recording process, sound was 

recorded as a visualimage into the membrane or the recording medium.                                                          

2)Electrical Sound Recording

Electrical recording emerged as a result, of scientfc experiments and innovatons. In the Electrical 

recording progression, sound is recorded using electronic devices such as microphones, amplifers and 

other appropriate equipment such as electrical record cuters rather than phonograph horn that was 

used to record sound mechanically


